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Abstract : Recently businesses move their crucial IT operations to multi-tenant cloud knowledge centres’, it is turning 

progressively vital to produce the network performance guarantees to individual tenants. Owing to the impact of network 

congestion on the performance of many common cloud applications, recent work has centered on facultative network 

reservation for individual tenants. Currently, Network Satisfaction Ratio (NSR) mechanism is used for network 

reservation in cloud data centers.NSR is defined as ratio of actual reserved bandwidth to the desired bandwidth of the 

tenant. Since NSR, network reservation mechanism admit only time-varying tenant requests and might fairly distribute 

any degradation within the NSR among the tenants and in the presence of network oversubscription the ratio is very low. 

 In this work, a new mechanism called ENHANCED NSR is introduced where this network satisfaction mechanism 

admits not only time but also other network performance indicators as computation, storage and memory resource 

allocation. Due to this inclusion, the satisfaction ratio is increased and the tenant is reserved of its desired bandwidth even 

during oversubscription in cloud data centers. Hence by increasing the NSR the bandwidth is reserved for the tenant as 

desired. 

Key words: NSR ,time-varying Enhanced NSR. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

    Oversubscription is the practice of connecting multiple devices to the same network. It makes good technical and 

financial sense and also this improves network utilization. But there is also a downside resulting in poor response time. When 

considering this problem, it is important to understand the bandwidth, i/o and response times demanded by each storage devices. It 

is slightly different concept in storage provisioning.Network reservation methods that provide absolute bandwidth guarantees to 

the tenants may reject reservation requests if they cannot be satisfied over existing spare capacity in the network. For example, 

apprehending a rejection of future bandwidth increase requests, at the beginning of its tenancy, a tenant may request a bandwidth 

reservation that is close to the peak rate, resulting in low average link utilization during most of its tenancy. 

CONTRIBUTION 

We proposed a network reservation mechanism for cloud tenants that provide a balance between absolute bandwidth 

guarantees and relative bandwidth sharing approaches, and therefore, gradually and fairly reduce the network reservation during 

oversubscriptions and included factors like computation, storage and memory resource allocation. 

We use a novel observation about the optimal bandwidth requirement of a virtual cluster (VC) reservation to reduce 

The number of rerouting and migrations. Finally, to avoid arbitrary degradation in NSR in case of a large number of tenants or 

bandwidth requests, a request is admitted only if the minimum NSR over all tenants can be maintained above a certain predefined 

threshold our method is evaluated using cloud simulation tool. 

 

ENHANCED NETWORK SATISFACTION: 

The magnitude relation OF A TENANT about a cloud knowledge center wherever the information measure request has 

equal priority. In Associate in Nursing sold scenario, ideally we had wish to graciously and fairly degrade the quality of the 

network reservation of all tenants. Towards this end, we have a tendency to introduce Enhanced Network Satisfaction magnitude 

relation (E-NSR) as a live of the satisfaction that a tenant derives from a given reserved information measure, with relevancy of the 

tenant’s desired bandwidth. We have a tendency to note that, within the case wherever tenants have different priority levels, E-

NSR of a tenant are often redefined to include a increasing weight that reflects the tenant’s priority level. Next, we have a tendency 

to describe a illustration of a tenant’s network requirement victimisation virtual network and virtual cluster, and this introduce our 

definition of E-NSR.  

             Due to this inclusion, the satisfaction ratio is increased and the tenant is reserved of its desired bandwidth during 

oversubscription in cloud data centres. Hence by increasing the NSR the bandwidth is reserved for the tenant as desired.In the 

proposed system if a user got over subscribed, the user will not get rejected by the server.  
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Fig 1: Server Allocation 

The server will handshake with the other relevant server and provide space for the new user. Now user got space in the third party 

server. But all the log details will be available in the requested server only. In case of any user from the server 1 get unsubscribed 

then the user will be transferred from the third party server to the requested server. Now the server did not lose their valuable 

customer as well as it provided space to the requested customers. All the functionalities and performance will be monitored by 

both severs. Both servers will produce log reports as chart and graph. Such architecture is shown below. 

 

 

OBSERVATIONS FOR MANAGING TENANT RESERVATION 

         Distribute Server process: 

Distribution includes spliting the server based on the user to their corresponding nodes (Server Space). 

1. Number of  requesting customers = 40 

2. No of servers = 4 

Ex: if (node value=3) 

Then 

Node 1  13  13,12,11,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 

Node 2  13  26,25,24,23,22,21,20,19,18,17,16,15,14 

Node 3  14  40,39,38,37,36,35,34,33,32,31,30,29,28,27 

3. No of nodes=4 

Ex : if (node value=4) 

Then 

Node 1  10 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 

Node 2  10  20,19,18,17,16,15,14,13,12,11 

Node 3  10  30,29,28,27,26,25,24,23,22,21 

Node 4  10  40,39,38,37,36,35,34,33,32,31 

4. The dataset value 40 is distributed as 13,13,14 when node =3 and 10,10,10,10 when node=4. 

5. For No of node =n 

if (node value=n) 
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Then 

Node 1  …….. 

Node 2  …….. 

Node 3  …….. 

….. 

….. 

…… 

…… 

Node n  …… n. 

Note : All the nodes as consider as space inside the server 

 

Fig 2: Node Arrangement 

The above figure explains that there are number of nodes together forms a cluster. Each cluster id handled by single server. When 

oversubscription occurs requested new node is allocated to the new server but the records is maintained by the server which 

receives the node request first. 

IV. ALGORITHM 

Our algorithmic rule for managing E-NSR of a tenant consists of (1) initial VM placement and flow routing when the 

virtual cluster is made, and (2) results in rerouting of flows and Limited range of VM migrations, once the specified bandwidths in 

the virtual cluster is modified by the tenant. We now describe 

these 2 steps in additional detail. The target of our algorithmic rule is to take care of as high E-NSR as doable for all tenants (by 

attempting to maximise the minimum NSR Among tenants), whereas playing restricted or no (expensive) VM migrations.  

 
 

Fig 3: Over Subscription 

 

Initial Placement 
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When the system receives request for a desired virtual cluster (VC) of a tenant for the primary time, associate in Nursing 

initial placement scheme is employed for putting the VMs of the VC, and for reserving link information measure for routing the 

flows of the VC.  

 

Bandwidth aware VC placement 

 

  This methodology is the extension of VC placement algorithmic program, while taking this into consideration the 

specified information measure and therefore the number of VMs, places the VC on rock bottom sub tree that can accommodate the 

VMs and therefore the flows. Though the algorithmic program tries to maximise the minimum E-NSR among the tenants, we have 

a tendency to maintain a minimum E-NSR threshold α. we have a tendency to assure that if a desired VC cannot be provisioned 

with NSR of a minimum of α (i.e., all VMs of the VC with bandwidths reduced by an element of α), then the info center network is 

severely full, and hence, we have a tendency to do not settle for new reservation requests. Parameter α is chosen by cloud provider 

and is that the same for all tenants. 

In a non-tree topology, there is multiple sub trees with a selected root node and therefore the set of leaf nodes. The 

amount of such potential sub trees depends on the degree of redundancy in the network links and therefore the range of levels 

within the sub tree itself. Because the range of such sub trees will become terribly giant, we solely think about a hard and fast most 

range of such sub trees and select the one which supplies the best NSR with price above the minimum of α. 

Note that, within the higher than 

theme, a VC is placed over a sub tree of the physical network topology. The VMs area unit placed on the VM slots of the hosts 

within the sub tree, and therefore the information measure is reserved over the links within the sub tree. We tend to decision this 

sub tree the routing tree of the VC placement. When choosing associate initial VC placement, we tend to choose associate initial 

virtual switch (VS) among the nodes within the routing tree. VS is chosen to be the node that has the lowest information measure 

offset quantitative relation as delineated. 

 

Ever-changing VC reservation 

 

A tenant might request to alter the information measure reservation of the flows of VMs or might even add or take away 

VMs from a VC. For simplicity of presentation, we have a tendency that should not contemplate addition or removal of VMs from 

VC during this work. For describing the algorithmic rule we have a tendency to initial outline a particular kind of reservation. For 

a given routing tree T, a virtual cluster vc and VS placement on node w, we tend to outline vsvc(w,β)-reservation as a vsvc(w)-

reservation during which the reservation from every VM to VS is β times its desired information measure, where β <one. In the 

Algorithm rule, the worth of β is varied from zero to one, so as to find out a reservation that is highest to the required bandwidths. 

Note that, though the underlying information center topology will be a non-tree, the algorithmic rule selects routing sub 

graphs (i.e., sub graphs of the topology over that demand routing is performed) that square measure trees. 

Periodically, the algorithmic rule 

considers the unfinished requested changes 

to the VC. The requested changes in 

information measure reservation of the strain of VMs square measure thought about the given order of the required 

bandwidths.Since, higher desired bandwidth for a VM needs higher information measure reservation for maintaining a similar 

worth of E-NSR, the algorithmic rule provides priority to the VMs with high desired bandwidths. Following steps square measure 

taken for 

every information measure requested information measure rate rnew and earlier reserved information measure rate rold. 

• Let out their information measure on this route be avl. If current route of the VM demand is in a position to satisfy α 

times the required information measure, i.e., avl >rnew *α, then this route is employed. The new reserved information measure is 

ready to min (rnew, avl). If avl <rnew * α, then we tend to attempt subsequent step. 

• During this step, the VM demand is rerouted on a replacement route which may support a minimum of information 

measure of rnew*α. Please note that there will be multiple routes that can satisfy the requested rate. Our algorithmic rule tries to 

find the shortest such route. If such a route cannot be found, we tend to move to the last step. The information measure reservation 

request is rejected and VM demand continues to utilize rold.  

It will be seen that the requested information measure reservation might not continually get consummated owing to 

inaccessibility of information measure on the physical links. As a result, NSR of the VC may decrease over time. This can be as a 

result of, for every tenant VC, its NSR is computed by examination the reserved bandwidths with the last desired bandwidths of 

the VC. On the opposite hand, the NSR of a VC can also increase if its desired information measure decreases. We tend to thus use 

a periodic NSR improvement method that is delineating next. 

Periodically, the rule tries to enhance the NSR of the placed VCs that have NSR below the predefined to tolerate level α. 

The VCs are thought of one at a time within the ascending order of NSR. The rule considers VCs in ascending order of their NSR 

for improvement as a result of the general objective is to maximize the minimum NSR among the VCs.For each selected VC , the 

rule makes an attempt to try and do flow rerouting and VM migrations to enhance the NSR. First, we have a tendency to choose 

the current routing tree for the VC. For every node w during this tree, we cipher the information measure offset magnitude relation 

if w is chosen because the VS, and vsvc(w)-reservation is completed. Next we have tendency to choose a group of nodes, whose 

offset magnitude relation is on top of a predefined threshold, as potential candidates for VS, and we consider vsvc(w)-reservation 

for every candidate w. Among all candidates for VS, we have a tendency to choose the node w that maximizes the NSR of VC, 

i.e., w has the best price of β such vsvc(w,β)- reservation is performed over the residual link capacities of the present routing tree 
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for the VC. If β is equal to or on top of the minimum tolerance level of NSR, α, then we reroute the flows and alter the link 

reservation according to vsvc(w,β)-reservation (and we are saying that VS is migrated to node w). Otherwise, in addition, we have 

a tendency to contemplate migrating the VMs of the VC. 

For VM migration, we have a tendency to contemplate the VMs of the VC in the ascending order of the magnitude relation 

between current reserved bandwidth and 

therefore the desired information measure. A VM is migrated to the nearest physical server s (from its current server) such as 

includes a free VM slot and there a path from s to w (VS elite in the previous step that maximizes NSR) that has enough residual 

information measure to support the specified information measure of the VM. When every VM migration, the NSR of the VC is 

recomputed till the edge on the quantity of coincidental VM migration is exceeded or the NSR crosses the tolerance threshold. 

The measure between 2 consecutive invocations of the NSR improvement technique provides a exchange between faster 

admission of tenants information measure amendment requests (when the interval is short) and low overhead of running the tactic 

and its resulting rerouting and VM migration (when the interval is long). The period of the interval ought to be fine tuned for each 

knowledge center supported its size, cost of VM migration and rerouting, and the way often the tenant requests change. In our 

simulations, we have a tendency to contemplate associate degree interval of 1200 seconds. 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT 

In this section we have a tendency to gift the results of simulation based mostly comparison of our technique with 

different NSR managing schemes. For simulations, we've got used each word similarly as synthetic information traces. Values of 

some parameters employed in simulation are mentioned below. 

• Each α and β are set to zero to 0.9 

•Range of candidate sub trees thought of for VC placement are restricted to a most of five. 

An experimental result has been taken for network traffic workload consisting of 18 tenants with 60 VMs per tenant. Set of 18 

tenants running simultaneously represents a good multi-tenant data center workload. 

 

Condition 

 

NSR 

 

 

E-NSR 

Blarge(w) 30 35 

Bsmall(w) 15 20 

Bl(e) 22 25 

Bu(e) 23 26 

 

Table 1: Comparison of two Algorithm 

 

Fig 4: Performance compilation of NSR and E-NSR (Graph) 

 

The result of the experiments conducted for different selection of values  is shown in Table . It is noted that the time 

required for node allocation at any threshold level selected by using E-NSR algorithm is less, when compared to the NSR 
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. 

Figure 5: Comparison of two algorithms      (Histogram) 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Here we analyze the Network Reservation accordance with  bandwidth . Then we presented a new E-NSR algorithm to 

solve the bandwidth composition,using cloud simulation. In future work may be extended to add more factors like security. 
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